The Colors Of My Jewish Year (Very First Board Books)
Introduces young readers to the different Jewish holidays, and teaches the colors of the rainbow by associating objects from the holidays with each color.

**Synopsis**

In “The Colors of My Jewish Year,” author Marji Gold-Vukson and illustrator Madeline Wikler use a clever approach to teach young children about Jewish holidays. Each of the major feasts is represented by a color associated with an item that pertains to that occasion. Each color/item/occasion is presented in a question-and-answer format. Example: "What is WHITE? The cover of the Torah on Yom Kippur. That is WHITE." The illustrations are simple and iconic. Overall, this is a good book for reinforcing Jewish education.
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**Customer Reviews**

For my one-year old, the flat and over-simplified images are a turn-off. I think the text is fun, and it uses a familiar structure from the Haggadah, but the text and images are poorly matched to each other. Additionally, the visual composition of most of these images is very cramped and uncomfortable to look at. I keep trying with this book, and he just keeps hating it.

THE COLORS OF MY JEWISH YEAR is a board book designed to introduce your toddler to the
Jewish holidays and practices by associating bright colors with Judaism's many symbols. Although I've never seen a brown dreidel, I have seen red apples, yellow etrogs, purple wine, and orange candle flames. These simple illustrations will set a nice foundation for your child's Jewish education.

I bought it for my three kids and my two year old loves it! the pictures are very simple with the focus really being on the color being talked about. It's also nice that it used holidays to build up faith as well. I would recommend this book very highly and am planning on buying a copy for my shul play room.

Graphics and words are simple. Great for introducing colors and Jewish concepts together. My 6 y.o. is still not tired of it. As I've said about many books, this is a basic to have in your Jewish books collection. We use Chanukah time, especially, to add books to our Jewish library.

Sweet and simple. I would have liked slightly more polished illustrations, but it is a unique concept and it works.

This is perfect for little ones under 2 to learn their colors and identify Jewish items they will regularly see (star of David, Shabbat candles, Kiddush cup, etc.)
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